AGENDA

- Recall parameters
- Types of recall appointments
- Professor of the Graduate School
RECALL PARAMETERS

- Generally requires a 90 day break following retirement
- Return can be no sooner than 30 days
- Limited to 43% (or dollar equivalent) on a monthly basis
- Must sign UCRP waiver form
- Subject to DCP contributions
RECALL PARAMETERS

- Annual appointments
- Dean is final for all recall appointments (BC no longer reviews teaching recalls)
- Not eligible for merits or promotions
- Base salary subject to COLAs and market/range adjustments
- Must be over 60 years of age to negotiate recall prior to retirement
RECALL FOR TEACHING

- Compensation is usually negotiated
- Can be on a by-agreement (flat rate) or percentage base
- Subject to needs of department and budget
RECALL FOR RESEARCH

- Must be on a percentage basis
- “Summer comp” is also restricted to 43%
- Not eligible for retirement contributions on summer salary
ADMINISTRATIVE RECALL

- May be on a percentage or by-agreement basis
- May be paid a stipend, depending on role
- Stipend is included in the limit of 43% or $ equivalent
PROFESSOR OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

- For those fully engaged in research and who continue to contribute to the graduate program
- Requires residency equal to one semester per year and a departmental vote
- No research funds nor salary provided
- Appointments can be for up to three years (implemented on a one year basis)
RESOURCES FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

- Appointment as Professor of Graduate School:
  http://apo.chance.berkeley.edu/PGS_appt.pdf

- Policy on allocating research space to emeriti:
  http://apo.chance.berkeley.edu/emeritiresearchspace.pdf

- Policy on Academic Post Retirement appointments:
  http://apo.chance.berkeley.edu/
  POST.RETIREMENT.APPOINTMENTS.pdf